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i love the way this dress makes me feel. it's comfortable, elegant, and sexy. it's so flattering on and
it makes me feel like the most beautiful girl in the room. i've worn this dress to a few galas in the
past and it always gets a lot of compliments. it's so graceful, chic, and classy and i love how the

bodice hugs me in all the right places. it's a pleasure to wear and the compliments keep coming. i've
had it a long time and it still looks great. this is the first dress i've ever worn that has had the ability
to not look like a straight up skirt, and i love that about it! i think this dress is for someone who likes

a bit of edge, whether it's in their style or their personality. whether you're into unique or classic,
you'll be able to find something to suit your taste. this dress is the perfect dress for a girl like me
who's not into formal and wants something really dressy and chic. i adore this dress and it's so

comfortable and perfect for wearing out. i mean, let's be honest, i was wearing it to the party in the
first place because it's so comfortable and so easy to wear. it's not too frilly and not too fitted. it's

perfect! it is possible that maximilian is in love with him. in fact, he might be the only person she has
ever loved. she describes herself as “sick” and wonders if her “sickness” has anything to do with her
attraction to riftan. in book 4, maximilian and her sister, rosetta, are separated by the war in livadon.
maximilian seems to idolize rosetta and feels guilty for not being able to protect her. she eventually
learns that her sister has been captured by the enemy and taken into slavery. she finally meets with

her sister, where she learns that rosetta had been forced to marry their uncle, in order to have a
better life. this might be why maximilian gets so attached to riftan, as he represents a world of

possibility.
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